Data-driven sports decisions
Better results

Our Passion
Sports have been around for centuries and are part and parcel of what makes us human. Sports are
about challenging yourself and others, physically and mentally. Sporting is an experience - for young, old,
amateurs and athletes.
Playing sports is about setting goals, improving yourself,

ORTEC SPORTS drives digitization in world of sports and

and outsmarting your opponent. To do this, measuring and

helps organizations go beyond experience, gut feel and

analyzing your performance is important. Data is abundant

emotion, to make better decisions supported by data.

in today’s world, offering several opportunities for sport
organizations. The question is, how will you use that data to

We are passionate about improving your team’s performance.

make better strategic and tactical decisions, even those which

By cleverly combining data and mathematics, we are able

are taken in the heat of the game? Using advanced analytics

to provide information and insights that contribute to better

can make the difference between winning and losing.

results. With our distinctive solutions, we create added value
for athletes, teams, fans and and sports organizations.

Data
Fast data: is used on site in a stadium to deliver match

Event data: is a more detailed form of live analysis, providing

information within seconds. This includes goals, cards,

detailed information such as passes, goal attempts, duels, and

substitutions and other important match events.

more.

Portals: An online environment in which users can access

API data connections: A fast data connection delivering

and analyze data and videos through a wide arrangement

raw or aggregated data directly to a stakeholder that can be

of modules, reports and widgets. Our portals give users the

customized to meet the specific needs of each customer.

flexibility to visualize, analyze and customize data and videos.

Reach

Play

■

League report, including standing and play schedule.

■

Team overview, including a match schedule, selection

competitions and tournaments. This tool is also used in

overview and statistics overview.

stadiums for the collection of fast data.

■

Data collection Digital Match Form: An online tool to
streamline and optimize player registration for matches,

■

The player menu gives the user the possibility to see player
overviews (career based) and team (season based) details.

■

The match menu provides a view of the match on a team
(Team Match) and player level (Player Match). We also offer
an 8-page match report, with in-depth information about
the match including benchmarking, video playback options,
download options for video support and a printable pdf.

Control
■

Our Scouting tool can be used to find players that perform

Fan Engagement

equally or better than a selected benchmark player in a
chosen competition(s).

■
■

Fan App: An application to share relevant information

Our Analytics tool allows users to compare player and

with fans based on data and video. Our App is designed to

team data and find the best performing teams and athletes

entertain and engage fans on site with relevant data and

in a database comprised by over 100 metrics. Users

video-related content.

can download the data to a CSV or data sheet for further

■

analysis.

Sharing News

Our Video analysis tool enables users to replay specific

■

moments of a match or player and create specific playlists.
■

Our Video share tool offers the possibility to share videos
with other users and players.

Total overview
ORTEC SPORTS
Services

Dashboards & reporting: Customized dashboard and
reporting solutions for specific needs.

■

Consultancy: We provide valuable insights, tips and tricks to
make your use of the platform a great success.
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